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Paholo Iman Prakoso <hohokprakoso.indoceiss@gmail.com> Thu, Jan 24, 2019 at 11:55 AM
To: Faisal Fajri Rahani <faisal.fajri.r@gmail.com>
Cc: Tri Kuntoro Priyambodo <mastri@ugm.ac.id>
Faisal Fajri Rahani:
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJEIS (Indonesian
Journal of Electronics and Instrumentation Systems), "Penalaan Mandiri Full
State Feedback dengan LQR dan JST Pada Kendali Quadrotor".
Our decision is: Revisions Required
Paholo Iman Prakoso







        Excellent
Technical quality: 
        Excellent
Importance in its field: 
        Excellent
Style & Overall representation: 
        Good
Strong Focus on Targets: 
        Good
Adequate & Quality of figures: 
        Good
Recommendation: 
        Accepted, revisions required before publishing
Comment: 
        1. Penulisan persamaan matematika perlu diperbaiki.
2. Gambar 6 dan Gambar 7 perlu di perbaiki
------------------------------------------------------
________________________________________________________________________





Faisal Fajri <faisal.fajri.r@gmail.com> Fri, Jan 25, 2019 at 1:28 AM
To: Paholo Iman Prakoso <hohokprakoso.indoceiss@gmail.com>
Terimakasih konfirmasinya, sudah kami perbaiki dan unggah ulang. Terimakasih
[Quoted text hidden]





Paholo Iman Prakoso <hohokprakoso.indoceiss@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 23, 2019 at 11:33 AM
To: Faisal Fajri Rahani <faisal.fajri.r@gmail.com>
Cc: Tri Kuntoro Priyambodo <mastri@ugm.ac.id>
Faisal Fajri Rahani:
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to IJEIS (Indonesian
Journal of Electronics and Instrumentation Systems), "Penalaan Mandiri Full
State Feedback dengan LQR dan JST Pada Kendali Quadrotor".
Our decision is to: Accept Submission
Paholo Iman Prakoso
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